Generating mnemonics boosts recall of chemistry information
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Abstract

Students frequently generate mnemonic cues to help them remember difficult or abstract information (Tullis & Maddox, 2020). Self-generated mnemonics have the potential to be particularly effective means of remembering target information because they can transform abstract information into meaningful units, connect information to existing schema, and create distinct retrieval routes to the targets. Across five experiments, we compared the effectiveness of self-generated mnemonics to mnemonics generated by others for remembering chemistry information. Generating one’s own mnemonics consistently boosted recall for both the chemistry content and the mnemonic itself. However, experimentally boosting recall of mnemonics through retrieval practice did not affect recall of associated chemistry content. These results indicate that improved recall of chemistry content is not caused by better recall of the mnemonic itself; rather, generating a mnemonic involves deep and effortful processing of chemistry content that boosts recall more than reading someone else’s mnemonic.
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Public Significance Statement

Creating their own mnemonics can help students remember chemistry content and the mnemonic better than reading mnemonics generated by others. Generating mnemonics is an effective strategy to remember information because it prompts students to deeply process the material.
Generating effective mnemonic cues may be one of the most valuable techniques by which students control and improve their long-term learning. Mnemonics have a long history of helping people remember important information. Cicero practiced the method of loci mnemonic by connecting items in a list to specific familiar locations in ancient times (Bower, 1970). During the Renaissance, students used mnemonic cues to help them learn grammar and the alphabet (Patten, 1990). To this day, people generate mnemonic cues to help remember important information (Worthen & Hunt, 2011). For example, 73% of those surveyed by Harris (1980) reported using the first letter of to-be-remembered items to create a simpler memorable word (e.g., list of Great Lakes = HOMES). Middle school, high school, and college students report generating mnemonic cues—rhymes, acronyms, songs, and stories—to remember connections among important ideas (Van Etten, Freebern, & Pressley, 1997; Tullis & Maddox, 2020). Across five experiments, we tested the effectiveness of self-generated mnemonics for bolstering recall of chemistry information.

Creating mnemonic cues to organize and retrieve information may be a uniquely effective way to support long-term learning because mnemonic cues improve initial encoding and create strong retrieval routes to the target information (Crutcher & Ericsson, 2000). More specifically, mnemonics can transform difficult-to-remember information into something meaningful (Worthen & Hunt, 2011), connect it to other information in learners’ own long-term memory (Mastropieri, Sweda, & Scruggs, 2000), and create strong and personal retrieval routes to the target that make accessing it in memory easier (Atkinson & Raugh, 1975). Instructing learners to generate mnemonic cues can improve learning of foreign language vocabulary (Atkinson &
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Raugh, 1975), prose passages (Shriberg, 1982), state capitals (Levin, Kessler Berry, Miller, & Bartell, 1982), and even some biology information (Carney & Levin, 2003). Mnemonic use may be more effective for learning vocabulary than many other strategies, including presenting the new vocabulary in semantic context (McDaniel & Pressley, 1989). Further, some evidence suggests that students may remember more when they generate their own mnemonics than when they study mnemonics provided by a teacher (Bloom & Lamkin, 2006). The benefits of self-generated memory cues can sometimes persist over long retention intervals. For example, students who generated their own mnemonic for the names of the cranial nerves remembered more of the nerves than those who received the teacher’s mnemonic 2 weeks after they studied the nerves, and the mnemonic advantage of the self-generated group grew after 10 weeks (Bloom & Lamkin, 2006; but see Wang, Thomas, & Ouellette, 1992 for an example where the advantages of mnemonics fade over long retention intervals). The use of mnemonics may have real-world consequences, as students who use mnemonics have higher GPAs than those who do not (Carlson, Kincaid, Lance, & Hodgson, 1976).

Mnemonic cues may be especially helpful to re-code information in domains where learners must master a wealth of unfamiliar vocabulary or abstract concepts. Indeed, students report generating mnemonic cues for classes that specifically involve learning a lot of new facts and terminology (McCabe, Osha, Roche, & Susser, 2013), and relying on memory cues has advantages for complex domains with vast new vocabularies, including chemistry (Banks, 1941), physics (Gough, 1977), biology (Stagg & Donkin, 2016), and psychology (Richmond, Carney, & Levin, 2011). One primary challenge for chemistry students is that chemistry concepts are abstract and unrelated to novices’ existing semantic networks (Gabel, 1999). Students must learn an entirely new chemistry lexicon and countless new facts before they can develop more
complex ideas (Balch, 2005; Battino, 1992). In fact, theorists have argued that memorizing facts and terminology may be the most appropriate learning method in introductory chemistry (Battino, 1992), especially for students who have little or no chemistry knowledge (Chittleborough, Treagust, & Mocerino, 2005). Given the breadth of new terminology and abstract knowledge expected of novice chemistry students, student-generated cues may be particularly effective for boosting chemistry learning by connecting novel facts to students’ existing schema. Chemistry teachers have published mnemonic devices as early as 1941 (Banks) and as recently as 2010 (Stephens) to help students master the abstract new vocabulary. While countless mnemonics have been shared across chemistry teachers, no research has examined how student-generated chemistry mnemonics influence understanding and retention of students’ knowledge as compared to those provided by teachers. Some prior research hints that student-generated mnemonic cues benefit related domains that suffer from large and abstract new lexicons that learners must master (e.g., psychology: Richmond et al., 2011).

Despite their general effectiveness, mnemonic cues can fail in two primary ways: A learner can fail to retrieve the cue (i.e., retrieval deficiency) or the learner can fail to accurately interpret the cue (i.e., decoding deficiency; Dunlosky, Hertzog, & Powell-Moman, 2005). Generating one’s own mnemonics may help learners both remember and decode their own mnemonics compared to cues provided by others (Tullis & Fraundorf, 2017). Generating a mnemonic cue may provide considerable benefit for remembering that cue later for two primary reasons. First, generation in and of itself is beneficial for memory. Generating an item to fit a specified context can require deep processing and that deep processing can bolster later retrieval (McFarland, Frey, & Rhodes, 1980). As compared to reading a cue, generating a mnemonic cue should lead students to recall the cue more frequently during the final memory test (Dunlosky et
al., 2005; Pyc & Rawson, 2010). Second, learner-generated cues may be memorable because they can be rooted in a learner’s unique knowledge and experiences. Learners may rely upon their personal experiences to generate idiosyncratic and unique cues for themselves (Mäntylä, 1986; Tullis & Benjamin, 2015b). Tying new knowledge into existing, idiosyncratic personal experiences elaborates the new information and is one of the most effective means of supporting memory (Symons & Johnson, 1997). Attaching abstract facts to a well-developed self-schema may help one’s initial encoding and memory for chemistry information (Gabel, 1999). However, whether learners can find connections between abstract chemistry knowledge and their own personal schema remains untested. Inabilities to tie chemistry mnemonics to one’s existing knowledge may limit the retrievability of self-generated mnemonics.

In addition to boosting recall of the mnemonic, generating one’s own mnemonics may also support cue decoding because it can create distinct retrieval routes to the target. When generating mnemonic cues to support cued recall of simple materials for themselves, learners output distinct cues that limit the range of possible target items (Tullis & Benjamin, 2015a, 2015b). Distinctiveness may be the most important factor for cueing recall because it limits the potential search space for the corresponding targets (Nairne, 2002). When learners generate cues for others, they decrease the distinctiveness of cues, and cues for others consequently do not support one’s memory as much as cues generated for oneself (Tullis & Benjamin, 2015b). Cue decodability has been primarily assessed using relatively simple materials (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2005). Decoding mnemonics may be challenging for chemistry content because the target chemistry information can be very complex, abstract, and multi-faceted (Gabel, 1999). Across five experiments, we assessed the ability of learners to retrieve and decode self-generated mnemonics for chemistry content.
Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, learners studied a list of chemistry concepts. For half of the concepts, they generated their own mnemonic cue to help remember the idea; for the other half, they received a cue that a prior participant generated. The method of passing cues to the next participant has been used widely when testing the effectiveness of simple cues (e.g., Zhang & Tullis, 2020) because it controls for the content of the cues and the mnemonics are identical across conditions. This novel comparison between self-generated and peer-generated conditions tests whether self-generated cues have special properties (i.e. distinctiveness and connections to idiosyncratic knowledge) and processes (i.e. generation) that uniquely support memory, as suggested by prior theory (Tullis & Finley, 2018).

Method

Participants. Thirty-eight introductory educational psychology students at the University of Arizona participated in exchange for partial course credit. The first learner on each of 4 computers generated mnemonic cues for every concept so that cues could be passed along to later learners. These first four learners, however, could not receive any prior participants’ cues (because there were no prior participants). Because they never studied another learner’s cues, they did not take the chemistry test and are not included in any data analysis. The final sample, then, included 34 participants. A sample size of 34 was required to detect a Cohen’s d effect size of 0.5 with alpha of .05 and power of .80.

Materials. Twenty-four chemistry concepts and corresponding questions were derived from the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). An example of a
chemistry concept is: “In covalent bonds, electrons are shared between two atoms.” The
corresponding test question is: “What happens in a covalent bond?” The first author, who has a
graduate degree in teaching high school science and taught high school chemistry classes,
endorsed the content validity of the concepts and test questions. An experienced high school
teacher who teaches AP and Honors chemistry and a chemistry professor at the University of
Arizona who teaches introductory general chemistry reviewed the materials after the completion
of the experiments and judged that the facts and questions accurately reflected material that they
teach in their classes. Chemistry concepts and data for all experiments can be found here:
https://osf.io/6z2xu/?view_only=dbd697328e574c529689a92bdeb5c720

Procedure. The experiment was presented in MATLAB using the Psychophysics
Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) and CogToolbox (Fraundorf et al., 2014). Learners completed the task
on their own computer while up to 3 other learners completed the same task on other computers
in the room. Leaners were instructed to remember a list of chemistry concepts for an upcoming
test. We told learners that they would sometimes generate their own mnemonic cues to help
them remember the concepts and sometimes they would receive mnemonic cues that a different
learner generated to help them remember the concepts. In the instructions, we provided four
different examples of mnemonic cues for a variety of science facts (e.g., Afferent neurons
Arrive, Efferent neurons Exit). Instructions specified that “Your cues can be images that you
imagine, phrases you create, rhymes, or other connecting information that help you remember
the concept.” During the mnemonic phase, learners studied the 24 chemistry concepts one at a
time in a random order in black 40-point Arial font at the top of the computer screen. The first
participant on each computer generated and typed in their mnemonic cues for every chemistry
concept; their test data are not included because they never saw prior learners’ cues. All
subsequent learners experienced both the self-generated and other-generated conditions. For a random half of the facts during this initial study, learners generated and typed in their own cues in a response box in the center of the screen. For the other half of the concepts, learners read the chemistry fact and the mnemonic cue that the prior learner on the computer had generated. When a concept was assigned to the other-generated condition, the computer displayed the mnemonic cue that was generated by the most recent prior participant in the middle of the screen. Concepts and conditions were displayed in a random order and the study/generate trials were entirely self-paced.

After studying or generating mnemonic cues for each of the chemistry concepts, participants immediately started the memory test. During the test, the list of 24 chemistry questions (e.g. “What happens in a covalent bond?”) was presented one at a time in a new random order. Participants answered these questions on their own; they were not explicitly told to use the mnemonics that they studied or generated during the earlier block. Finally, following the test for all the chemistry concepts, we tested memory for the chemistry mnemonics. The chemistry concepts were displayed one at a time on the screen (e.g. “In covalent bonds, electrons are shared between atoms.”), and participants were instructed to type in the corresponding mnemonic that was paired with each concept during the initial study phase. Test trials were entirely self-paced. On average, the complete experiment lasted 25.77 minutes (SD = 7.39).

Results

Data for all experiments in the manuscript are available at:

https://osf.io/6z2xu/?view_only=dbd697328e574c529689a92bdeb5c720. For this and every following experiment, two independent coders rated each chemistry content test response and mnemonic cue memory test response as correct or not. Cohen’s Kappas were calculated to
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assess the agreement of coding between the two raters and are displayed in Table 1. Every disagreement was resolved through discussion between the raters. Some examples of chemistry facts and learner-generated mnemonics are displayed in Table 2.

Learners remembered more chemistry concepts when they generated the mnemonic than when they read another learner’s mnemonic, $t(33) = 3.41, p = .002$, Cohen’s $d = 0.59$, as shown in Figure 1. Further, learners remembered more self-generated mnemonics than peer-generated mnemonics, $t(33) = 7.57, p < .001, d = 1.32$. When generating their own mnemonics, learners spent more time ($M = 40.89$ s, $SD = 18.01$) than when reading a peer’s mnemonic ($M = 24.53$, $SD = 11.29$), $t(33) = 7.67, p < .001, d = 1.34$.

Table 1. Cohen’s Kappa, a measure of reliability, for the coding of students’ responses to chemistry questions, tests of mnemonic memory during the final memory test, and tests of mnemonic memory during the practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Content Correct</th>
<th>Mnemonic Memory</th>
<th>Practice Mnemonic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Examples of chemistry facts and mnemonics generated by participants in Experiment 1. All of the facts and mnemonics generated are available at the Open Science web link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemistry Fact</th>
<th>Mnemonic Generated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A valence electron is located in the outermost shell of an atom and participates in bonds with other atoms.</td>
<td>Valence electron = Very edge (VE=VE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalysts lower the activation energy needed to start a reaction.</td>
<td>Cats get down low to make you mad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen bonds will only form with Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Flourine.</td>
<td>fon (like phone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Covalent bonds, electrons are shared between two atoms.</td>
<td>A couple celebrates their marriage bond by sharing buffalo wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When acids and bases mix, a salt is formed.</td>
<td>A+B=S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. J. Thomson discovered and identified the first subatomic particle: the electron.</td>
<td>J.J. Thomson electron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Proportion of chemistry content (left) and chemistry mnemonics (right) recalled in Experiment 1. The width of the error bars here and on all subsequent graphs indicate the within-subjects 95% confidence interval across conditions (Loftus & Masson, 1994).
Discussion

Experiment 1 showed that learners correctly answered more chemistry questions when they generated their own mnemonics than when they received others’ mnemonics. Further, learners remembered self-generated mnemonics better than mnemonics that their peers generated. Generation of mnemonics, then, can benefit recall of complex chemistry information. However, the benefit of generating one’s own mnemonics comes with a significant cost: Generating mnemonics takes substantially more time than reading others’ mnemonics.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we tested whether the differential time spent between conditions in Experiment 1 caused the mnemonic differences between the conditions. To do so, we equated the study time between the self-generated condition and the peer-generated condition. If the differences in memory for the content and mnemonic persist even with study time equated, the differences between conditions likely reflect differential processing rather than differential total study time.

Method

Participants. As in Experiment 1, we aimed to recruit a sample size of 34 in order to detect a Cohen’s d effect size of 0.5 with alpha of .05 and power of .80. We recruited 10 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, who were paid $10 for their participation. We recruited an additional 26 participants from introductory educational psychology courses, as in Experiment 1. The first participant generated mnemonics for all of the chemistry facts and was not included in any further data analysis.

Materials. The materials were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The experiment was programmed using PsychoPy3 and learners completed the experiment online on their own. The instructions were the same as in Experiment 1. The first participant typed in their mnemonic cues for every chemistry concept; their test data are not included because they never saw prior learners’ cues. All subsequent learners experienced both the self-generated and other-generated conditions. As in Experiment 1, learners generated and typed in their own cues in a response box in the center of the screen for a random half of the chemistry concepts. In the self-generated condition, participants advanced to the next screen by pressing enter after typing their mnemonic. The other half of the chemistry concepts were assigned to the peer-generated condition, in which learners read the chemistry fact and the mnemonic cue that a prior learner had generated. The computer displayed the chemistry fact and the peer-generated mnemonic for the total amount of time that was taken for that fact by the prior participant to generate the mnemonic. When the time needed to generate the mnemonic by the prior participant elapsed, the screen automatically advanced. Yoking the time needed to generate the mnemonic with the study time for the subsequent participant who received it ensures that study times are equated between conditions, and this yoking procedure has been used in prior research (Tullis & Benjamin, 2011). After generating or reading each mnemonic, participants provided a judgment of how helpful they believed the mnemonic to be. They rated “How helpful is this mnemonic to remember this fact on a scale of 1 (not at all helpful) to 4 (very helpful)?”. The test procedures were identical to Experiment 1.

Results

The patterns across MTurk participants and Ed Psych students were similar, so the data were combined across groups. Learners spent equivalent time generating mnemonics ($M = 38.01$ s, $SD = 12.52$) as they did reading others’ mnemonics ($M = 37.61$, $SD = 12.52$), $t(34) = 0.15$, $p =$
.89, \( d = 0.02 \). This indicates that the yoking procedure ensured equivalent study time across the two conditions. Despite equivalent study time, learners remembered more chemistry concepts when they generated the mnemonic than when they read another learner’s mnemonic cues, \( t(34) = 2.79, p = .009, d = 0.48 \), as shown in Figure 2. Learners also remembered more of the mnemonics they generated than mnemonics generated by others, \( t(34) = 6.03, p < .001, d = 1.03 \). Finally, learners rated their own mnemonics as more helpful for remembering the content (M = 2.73, SD = .45) than others’ mnemonics (M = 2.46, SD = .51), \( t(34) = 3.47, p = .001, d = 0.60 \).

**Figure 2.** Proportion of chemistry content (left) and chemistry mnemonics (right) recalled in Experiment 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Discussion**

Experiment 2 replicates the results from Experiment 1 while equating the study time between conditions. As in Experiment 1, learners correctly answered more chemistry questions (and remembered more of the mnemonics) when they generated their own mnemonics than when they received others’ mnemonics. Even when time on task was controlled between conditions,
generating one’s own mnemonics boosted recall of complex chemistry information. Experiment 2 shows that time on task cannot explain the differences between the conditions because time was equated between conditions. Instead, we posit that the results indicate that generating a mnemonic can prompt learners to identify important information in the chemistry fact, organize that information, and connect it to existing schema, which may all involve deep processing of the to-be-remembered information. Learners show metacognitive awareness that generating their own mnemonics is beneficial as they rate self-generated mnemonics as more useful for remembering than peer-generated mnemonics. We will return to these ideas in-depth after replicating and extending the results in three additional experiments.

**Experiment 3**

Experiment 3 was similar to the prior experiments, but it included an additional condition in which mnemonic cues were generated by chemistry experts. In Experiment 3, learners generated their own cue, received a cue generated by a peer, or received a cue generated by a chemistry graduate student. Mnemonic cues generated by experts may differ from those generated by novices. Deeper understanding of content may allow experts to identify aspects of the concepts that are crucial to remember. Experts may be able to generate cues that appropriately mirror the structure of the domain, and this mapping may be vital to supporting learning. Alternatively, expert-generated cues may not support students’ memories as well as student-generated cues because experts may struggle to accurately take the perspective of novices. Experts’ perspectives are far removed from novices’ perspectives; consequently, experts may struggle to anticipate what novices will and will not understand. For example, teachers systematically over-predict student performance across a variety of age levels and domains (Berg & Brouwer, 1991), especially with physics and chemistry content (Friedrichson et
al., 2009; Halim & Meerah, 2002). These biases may arise because expertise in the content area may prevents them from accurately judging what novices know. Expertise biases may prevent experts from creating mnemonics useful for novices. Alternatively, expertise in chemistry content may not improve mnemonic creation because chemistry knowledge and mnemonic generation may tap different knowledge and skill sets.

**Method**

**Participants.** We first recruited as many expert mnemonic generators as we could. We eventually collected mnemonics from 23 chemistry graduate students at the University of Arizona; chemistry graduate students were paid $20 to generate mnemonic cues for the novice learners. Similarly, twenty-three undergraduate introductory educational psychology students were recruited to generate mnemonics for their peers; these participants received partial course credit for their participation. After recruiting mnemonic generators, we recruited chemistry learners. An additional 43 introductory educational psychology students at the University of Arizona participated in exchange for partial course credit. A sample size of 39 was required to detect an f effect size of 0.295 (which was found in Experiment 1) with alpha of .05 and power of .80.

**Materials.** The same chemistry concepts that were used in the prior experiments were used in Experiment 3.

**Procedure.** Experiment 3 proceeded similarly to Experiment 1 with slight changes. First, cues that were fed to others were always intended for others. In Experiments 1 and 2, learners generated mnemonics to help themselves remember the concepts; these cues were then sometimes forwarded to other learners. In Experiment 3, generators intentionally produced mnemonics that would help a different learner remember the chemistry concepts. Both graduate
students and novice students generated mnemonic cues for novice learners in the participant pool. These novice learners were described as “freshmen from the University of Arizona who have not taken any college chemistry courses.” The 23 graduate students and 23 peers generated mnemonic cues for each of the 24 chemistry concepts one at a time. All of the mnemonic generators participated before the learners were recruited.

Second, when the learners were studying the chemistry information, chemistry concepts were randomly, but evenly, divided among three conditions: self-generated mnemonics, mnemonics generated by peers, and mnemonics generated by experts. When studying the chemistry concepts, a learner generated their own cues (without seeing anyone else’s cue), received a cue that a peer from the same participant pool generated, or received a mnemonic cue that a chemistry graduate student generated. Each novice learner was linked with one chemistry graduate student and with one peer generator. No distinctions were made between cues generated by peers or graduate students. The study/generate trials were self-paced.

As in Experiment 2, learners’ judgments of their own learning (JOLs) were elicited. JOLs may be more sensitive to differences between mnemonic cues than the chemistry tests, so they are included as an additional measure to test differences between conditions. For each chemistry concept, learners predicted how helpful the cue would be in remembering the chemistry concept on a scale of 1 (not helpful at all) to 4 (very helpful). Learners reported their JOLs after studying others’ cues or after inputting their own cue. Beyond these three changes, the instructions, study session, chemistry content test, and mnemonic memory test proceeded as in Experiment 1.
Results

The Cohen’s Kappas of coding agreement for the test correct and mnemonic memory are shown in Table 1. The proportion of test questions answered correctly by condition are shown in Figure 3. A repeated measures ANOVA on the proportion of test answers by condition showed a significant effect of condition, $F(1, 84) = 20.37, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .33$. Follow-up paired t-tests showed that learners correctly answered more questions in the self-generated condition than in the peer-generated condition, $t(42) = 4.81, p < .001, d = 0.74$. Learners answered more questions correctly in the self-generated condition than in the expert-generated condition, $t(42) = 4.81, p < .001, d = 0.86$. No significant difference was found between the peer-generated and expert-generated conditions, $t(42) = 1.23, p = .23, d = 0.19$.

Second, we examined whether cue generation condition affected the proportion of mnemonic cues recalled, which is also displayed in Figure 3. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA on the proportion of mnemonic cues recalled revealed a significant effect of condition, $F(2, 84) = 87.35, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .68$. Follow-up paired t-tests showed that learners remembered more self-generated mnemonics than peer-generated mnemonics, $t(42) = 10.09, p < .001, d = 1.55$, or expert-generated mnemonics, $t(42) = 11.84, p < .001, d = 1.83$. No significant difference was found between the recall of peer-generated and expert-generated mnemonics, $t(42) = 1.50, p = .14, d = 0.23$.

Next, we examined whether mnemonic condition affected learners’ predictions of recall. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA on JOLs showed a significant effect of condition, $F(2, 84) = 13.91, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .25$. As shown in Figure 4, learners predicted that self-generated cues would be more helpful for their memory than peer-generated, $t(42) = 4.95, p < .001, d = \ldots$
0.76, or expert-generated mnemonics, \( t(42) = 4.98, p < .001, d = 0.77 \). Learners’ JOLs did not differ between peer-generated or expert-generated mnemonics, \( t(42) = 0.36, p = .72, d = 0.06 \).

Finally, we compared study times across the three conditions, as shown in Figure 5. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA on study time showed a significant effect of cue condition, \( F(2, 84) = 87.97, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .68 \). Learners spent significantly more time generating cues than reading cues generated by peers, \( t(42) = 9.65, p < 0.001, d = 1.49 \), and by experts, \( t(42) = 9.27, p < 0.001, d = 1.43 \). Learners spent slightly less time reading cues generated by peers than by experts, \( t(42) = 2.06, p = .046, d = 0.32 \).

*Figure 3.* Proportion of chemistry content (left) and chemistry mnemonics (right) recalled in Experiment 3.
Figure 4. Judgments of learning (JOLs) from 1-4 based upon condition reported in Experiment 3.

Figure 5. Time spent, in seconds, during the initial generate/read phase based upon condition in Experiment 3.
Discussion

Experiment 3 replicated the prior two experiments and extended the results to include an additional expert-generated condition. Generating one’s own mnemonic cues bolstered memory for the content and mnemonic more than receiving a mnemonic that someone else generated. Recall of chemistry content and the mnemonic did not differ between cues generated by experts or by novices. The only difference found between mnemonics generated by experts and those generated by peers was the time taken by the learners to study the mnemonic; learners spent less time reading a peer’s cues than an expert’s cues. Having greater knowledge about the domain did not afford graduate students better abilities at creating mnemonics for novices. The evidence hints that graduate students are not able to take perspective of novice learners, as their mnemonics are equally as effective as peer-generated ones but require slightly more study time.

Experiment 4

While Experiments 1, 2, and 3 showed important benefits of generating one’s own mnemonic cues for later recall of chemistry content, they do not explain why mnemonic generation boosts recall. In the next 2 experiments, we tested whether better memory for self-generated mnemonic cues caused better memory for the associated chemistry content. To do so, we experimentally manipulated memory for the mnemonics by assigning mnemonics to differentially effective practice sessions. Half of the mnemonics were re-studied and half underwent retrieval practice. Retrieval practice, in which learners practice retrieving information from long-term memory, consistently improves long-term memory for that information compared to rereading (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Tullis, Fiechter, & Benjamin, 2018). Prior research suggests that combining retrieval practice with cue generation can improve recall of the target information (Miyatsu & McDaniel, 2017; Pyc & Rawson, 2010; but see Karpicke &
Smith, 2012). If memory for the mnemonics underlies differences between self-generated and other-generated conditions, improving memory of the mnemonics through retrieval practice should boost recall of chemistry content. Alternatively, if we boost memory for the mnemonic without affecting recall of the chemistry content, this indicates a significant limitation of the utility of mnemonic generation. We specifically used retrieval practice to target memory for the mnemonic itself (rather than the chemistry content) because we tested whether mnemonic memory causes greater recall of the associated content. Retrieval practice for the chemistry content could directly strengthen later retrieval for the content without relying on the mnemonic.

Further, we extended the retention interval to assess the longer-term impact of mnemonic generation on memory. Prior research suggests that generating mnemonics can boost long-term retention compared to reading teacher-provided mnemonics (Bloom & Lamkin, 2006), but can also yield significantly greater forgetting rates than rote repetition (Wang et al., 1992). In the current research, participants generated or read mnemonics on one day, left the lab, and returned to the lab about 2 days later to take the final memory tests.

**Method**

**Participants.** We collected data from 52 participants in introductory Educational Psychology courses at the University of Arizona during day 1 because we could not foretell how many would return to complete the second day. Forty-three participants ultimately came back for the second day. We aimed to collect a minimum of 34 participants, which a G*power analysis indicated would be needed to detect a medium effect (Cohen’s $d = 0.5$) with .8 power and an alpha of .05 (Faul et al., 2007).
**Materials.** Thirty-two chemistry concepts, and corresponding questions, were derived from the guidelines of the Next Gen Science Standards.

**Procedure.** The procedure was very similar to that of Experiment 1, with 2 significant changes. First, learners practiced the mnemonic cues. After finishing the initial study/generate study block as in Experiment 1, half of self-generated and half of peer-generated mnemonics were randomly assigned to the rereading condition. For the rereading condition, the chemistry concept was displayed at the top of the screen (as during the initial study block) and the corresponding mnemonic cue was displayed in the center of the screen. Learners studied the concepts with the corresponding mnemonic cues for as long as they wanted. The other half of the concepts were assigned to the retrieval practice condition. In the retrieval practice condition, the chemistry concept was displayed at the top of the screen and learners attempted to recall the corresponding mnemonic cue from the initial study block with the instructions “What was the mnemonic cue that was associated with this concept?” Learners received no feedback about their answers. Learners spent as much time practicing retrieval and restudying each item as they wanted. Immediately following rereading or retrieval practice for each concept, learners made a JOL. For each chemistry concept, learners rated “How likely will you be able to remember the chemistry concept on a test when you come back to the lab?” on a scale of 1 (not at all likely) to 4 (very likely). After the restudy/retrieval practice block, participants left the lab. Participants returned to the lab 1-3 days later ($M = 36.7$ hours; Range 21-75 hours). The chemistry and mnemonic tests proceeded as in Experiment 1.

**Results**

The Cohen’s Kappas of coding agreement for the test correct and mnemonic memory are shown in Table 1. First, we examined the initial read/generate study time based upon condition.
When learners read peer-generated cues, they spent significantly less time ($M = 14.91, SD = 6.00$) than when they generated their own cues ($M = 48.71, SD = 22.97$), $t(38) = 11.12, p < .001, d = 1.80$. Next, we compared memory for the mnemonic during retrieval practice on the first day using a repeated measures t-test. Learners recalled more self-generated mnemonic cues during retrieval practice on the first day ($M = .81, SD = .18$) than peer-generated mnemonic cues ($M = .39, SD = .22$), $t(38) = 10.87, p < .001, d = 1.74$.

We compared chemistry questions correctly answered during the final test, as shown in Figure 6. A 2 (cue generator: self vs. peer) x 2 (practice condition: restudy vs. retrieval practice) repeated measures ANOVA on recall of chemistry content showed a significant main effect of cue generator, $F(1, 38) = 14.44, p = .001, \eta^2 = .28$, such that content associated with self-generated mnemonics was recalled better than content with peer-generated mnemonics. Neither the interaction between generator and practice condition, $F(1, 38) = .67, p = .42, \eta^2 = .02$, nor the main effect of practice condition, $F(1, 38) = .46, p = .50, \eta^2 = .01$, reached significance.

We examined the proportion of mnemonic cues correctly recalled during the final test as shown in Figure 7. A 2 (cue generator) x 2 (practice condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction, $F(1, 38) = 12.54, p = .001, \eta^2 = .25$, a significant main effect of cue generator, $F(1, 38) = 59.76, p < .001, \eta^2 = .61$, and a significant main effect of practice condition, $F(1, 38) = 18.69, p < .001, \eta^2 = .33$. Post-hoc comparisons show that self-generated mnemonics were remembered better after retrieval practice than restudy, $t(38) = 5.19, p < .001, d = 0.84$. Memory for peer-generated mnemonics did not differ based upon the kind of practice they received, $t(38) = .72, p = .48, d = 0.12$.

We also examined learners’ JOLs during the first day as shown in Figure 8. A 2 (cue generator) x 2 (practice condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction,
$F(1, 38) = 13.59, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .26$, a significant main effect of cue generator, $F(1, 38) = 21.16, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .36$, and a significant main effect of practice condition, $F(1, 38) = 5.40, p = .03, \eta^2_p = .12$. Post-hoc follow up repeated measures t-tests show that JOLs in the restudy condition did not differ between self- and peer-generated conditions, $t(38) = .63, p = .53, d = 0.10$, but, under retrieval practice, JOLs were significantly greater for self- than other-generated mnemonics, $t(38) = 5.33, p < .001, d = 0.86$.

Figure 6. The proportion of chemistry content correctly recalled as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 4.
Figure 7. The proportion of mnemonic cues recalled as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 4.
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Figure 8. Learners’ JOLs as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 4.
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Discussion

Generating one’s own mnemonic cues enhanced memory for both the chemistry content and the mnemonic cue itself, as in the prior three experiments. Even with a retention interval of 2 days, recall of content and mnemonics in the self-generated condition was better than that in the peer-generated condition. Practicing retrieval of the mnemonics increased recall of the mnemonics for the self-generated cues but did not ultimately affect recall of chemistry content in either condition. These data provide strong evidence that memory for the mnemonic does not directly change memory for the chemistry content. Before interpreting these results, we replicated them in Experiment 5.

Finally, learners’ predictions of their test performance (i.e. their JOLs) differentiated between self-generated and other-generated mnemonics under retrieval practice, but not under rereading conditions. Retrieval practice may provide clear diagnostic cues about the memorability of the mnemonics (i.e. successful or unsuccessful practice recall) that rereading does not. Learners likely predict better test performance for self-generated mnemonics because they recalled more self-generated mnemonics that peer-generated mnemonics during this practice test. JOLs track final recall of the mnemonics (but not final recall of the chemistry content) closely.

Experiment 5

In this final experiment, we sought to replicate Experiment 4 while modifying the mnemonic recall test conditions. In Experiment 4, learners’ memory for mnemonics was tested while the chemistry concept was present. This procedure may allow learners to reconstruct or recreate the mnemonic from the visibly present chemistry concept, rather than retrieve it from memory. In the current Experiment 5, learners’ memory for the mnemonics was tested without
showing the full chemistry concept. This procedure ensures that learners are recalling the mnemonic from memory, rather than recreating it from the concept itself. Recalling the chemistry mnemonic without the full chemistry concept present is a stricter test of mnemonic recall and better reflects actual test conditions (when the chemistry concept is not be present).

**Method**

**Participants.** Forty-four participants in introductory Educational Psychology courses at the University of Arizona participated in day 1 study for partial course credit. Forty participants ultimately came back for day 2 study.

**Materials.** The same materials were used as in Experiment 4.

**Procedure.** The procedure occurred similarly to that in Experiment 4, with 2 significant test changes. During the test on the second day, participants first answered each chemistry content question (e.g., “What happens in a covalent bond?”). Then, learners immediately answered the question “Did you use the mnemonic cue associated with this concept to help answer the question? Yes or No”. Finally, regardless of whether they reported using the mnemonic or not, we asked them to recall the associated mnemonic. As learners tried to recall the corresponding mnemonic, the chemistry content question (e.g., “What happens in a covalent bond?”) was still displayed on the screen. In prior experiments, the entire chemistry concept (e.g., “In covalent bonds, electrons are shared between atoms.”) was displayed when learners attempted to retrieve the corresponding mnemonic. Here, we only showed the chemistry question and did not provide the answer. Withholding the full chemistry concept reduces the possibility that learners regenerate the mnemonic from the chemistry concept itself.
Results

The Cohen’s Kappas of coding agreement for the test correct and mnemonic memory are shown in Table 1. First, we examined the initial study time based upon condition. When learners read peer-generated cues, they spent significantly less time \((M = 14.36, SD = 7.12)\) than when they generated their own cues \((M = 50.17, SD = 20.74)\), \(t(39) = 12.13, p < .001, d = 1.94\). Next, we compared memory for the mnemonic cue during retrieval practice on the first day using a repeated measures t-test. Learners recalled more self-generated mnemonic cues on the first day \((M = .81, SD = .25)\) than peer-generated mnemonic cues \((M = .39, SD = .23)\), \(t(39) = 9.77, p < .001, d = 1.56\).

Next, we compared the proportion of chemistry questions answered correctly during the final test by condition, as shown in Figure 9. A 2 (cue generator: self vs. peer) x 2 (practice condition: restudy vs. retrieval practice) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of cue generator, \(F(1, 39) = 4.89, p = .03, \eta_p^2 = .11\). Neither the interaction between generator and condition, \(F(1, 39) = .11, p = .75, \eta_p^2 = .003\), nor the main effect of practice condition, \(F(1, 39) = .02, p = .88, \eta_p^2 = .001\), impacted the proportion of chemistry content recalled.

We analyzed the proportion of instances in which learners reported using the mnemonic cues to help recall the chemistry information the final test as shown in Figure 10. A 2 (cue generator) x 2 (practice condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of cue generator, \(F(1, 39) = 25.02, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .39\), and a significant main effect of practice condition, \(F(1, 39) = 14.63, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .27\). The interaction between generator and condition did not impact the reported use of mnemonic cues, \(F(1, 39) = .06, p = .80, \eta_p^2 = .002\).
Next, we examined the proportion of mnemonic cues correctly recalled during the final test as shown in Figure 11. A 2 (cue generator) x 2 (practice condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of cue generator, $F(1, 39) = 20.31, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .34$, and a significant main effect of practice condition, $F(1, 39) = 13.69, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .26$. Mnemonic recall was not significantly impacted by the interaction of generator and condition, $F(1, 39) = 2.17, p = .15, \eta_p^2 = .05$.

Finally, we examined learners’ JOLs during the first day as shown in Figure 12. A 2 (cue generator) x 2 (practice condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction, $F(1, 39) = 27.47, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .41$, a significant main effect of cue generator, $F(1, 39) = 20.27, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .34$, and a significant main effect of practice condition, $F(1, 39) = 5.49, p = .02, \eta_p^2 = .12$.

Figure 9. The proportion of chemistry content correctly recalled as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 5.
Figure 10. The proportion of mnemonics that participants say they utilized to answer the chemistry content questions as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 5.
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Figure 11. The proportion of mnemonic cues recalled as a function of cue condition and practice condition in Experiment 5.
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Discussion

Consistent with the prior experiments, generating one’s own mnemonics boosted memory for both the chemistry content and the mnemonics compared to receiving mnemonics generated by peers. Practice retrieving the mnemonic improved memory for the mnemonic but did not affect memory for the chemistry content. Retrieval practice also boosted self-reported utilization of the mnemonic cue. Despite the increased reported use and recall of the mnemonic, practice retrieving the mnemonic did not affect recall of the chemistry content, which replicates results from Experiment 4. These data suggest that benefits of self-generated mnemonics on remembering chemistry content do not arise solely because generation improves memory for the mnemonic. Instead, these results suggest that a significant obstacle to the effectiveness of self-generated mnemonics is their decodability (i.e. the ability to recall the appropriate target
information from the given mnemonic). If mnemonics were decodable, increasing recall of mnemonics would increase recall of the corresponding chemistry content.

So, if memory for the mnemonic themselves does not cause improvements, why does generating mnemonics boost recall for the associated chemistry content? There are several possibilities. Learners spend a greater amount of time encoding when required to create their own mnemonic cues. Additional study time itself may allow stronger encoding and underlie this difference. However, Experiment 2 likely rules out this explanation because equating study time between conditions does not reduce the differences between self-generated and other-generated mnemonics. A second explanations is that, when learners try to generate mnemonics, they deeply process the target information. Even if they do not successfully create an effective or decodable mnemonic, learners may try to identify important information, restructure the information, connect it to their own experiences, and transform it into something more memorable. These attempts at creating mnemonics may entail deep processing that can help recall the content even without the mnemonic. The process of generating the mnemonic (rather than the mnemonic product) may be useful for promoting long-term retention of the information. For example, learners may even remember some aspects of the cue generation process which could boost recall of the chemistry content.

**Relationship between content and mnemonic recall**

Finally, as a measure of mnemonic decodability, we examined the relationship between ability to recall each mnemonic and the associated chemistry content. To do so, we computed the gamma correlation between recall of the mnemonic (0 or 1) and recall of the corresponding chemistry concept (0 or 1) for self-generated and other-generated mnemonics across the five experiments. The average within-participant gamma correlations are shown in Table 3. These
correlations reflect how decodable the mnemonic cues are because they track the correspondence between memory for the mnemonic and content. The results show no significant differences (and small differences) between the decodability of self-generated and other-generated mnemonics. Generating a mnemonic, then, does not guarantee a significantly greater ability to decode that mnemonic than receiving a mnemonic.

Table 3. Within participant gamma correlations (and standard deviations) between recall of each chemistry concept and recall of the associated mnemonic, which reflects cue decodability. Gamma correlations can only be calculated if participants have some variability in each of the two measures, so averages and repeated measure t-tests are computed only for participants that can provide data in both conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Self-generated</th>
<th>Other-generated</th>
<th>t(df)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>.29 (.76)</td>
<td>.22 (.65)</td>
<td>t(19) = 0.71, p = .49, d = 0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>-.13 (.72)</td>
<td>.05 (.31)</td>
<td>t(29) = 1.14, p = .26, d = -0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>.30 (.90)</td>
<td>-.16 (.86)</td>
<td>t(27) =1.78, p = .09, d = 0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>.17 (.66)</td>
<td>.15 (.72)</td>
<td>t(31) = 0.09, p = .92, d = 0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>.67 (.49)</td>
<td>.59 (.62)</td>
<td>t(21) = 0.46, p = .65, d = 0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All participants</td>
<td>.24 (.77)</td>
<td>.15 (.70)</td>
<td>t(128) = 0.98, p = .33, d = 0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General Discussion

Generating one’s own chemistry mnemonics boosted recall of the corresponding chemistry content and the mnemonic cues when compared to receiving someone else’s mnemonics. These results consistently replicate across five experiments; reproducibility is vital for psychological science (Camerer et al., 2018; Zwaan, Etz, & Lucas, 2017) and may be particularly important for novel findings (Pashler & Harris, 2012; Roediger, 2012; Schimmack, 2012; Simons, 2014). Self-generated mnemonics may be remembered better than other-generated mnemonics either because (1) the participant generates them and generation is mnemonically beneficial or (2) self-generated mnemonics are rooted in personal schema (and self-reference is beneficial for memory). Creating one’s own mnemonics also consistently boosted recall of the associated chemistry content. Our data suggest that generating one’s own
mnemonics may engender deep processing of the associated content, including selecting information, organizing information, connecting it to existing knowledge, and potentially transforming the information. However, the data across our five experiments show that generating one’s own mnemonics boosts recall of the mnemonics, but does not enable greater decoding of that mnemonic. When we experimentally manipulated memory for the mnemonics, recall of corresponding chemistry content was not affected. Increasing recall of the mnemonic without increasing recall of the corresponding chemistry content indicates that learners fail to decode their remembered mnemonics.

Creating mnemonics that are memorable and decodable for complex and abstract real-world chemistry information may be very difficult. Much prior research has examined the efficacy of self-generated mnemonics using simple mediators (i.e. single words or images) with simple to-be-learned materials (e.g. foreign language translations: Bellezza & Poplawsky, 1974; Jamieson & Schimpf, 1980; Kuo & Hooper, 2004; Saber & Johnson, 2008). Effective chemistry mnemonics need to connect the multi-faceted cueing information (i.e. the question) with the complex target information (i.e. the answer). Improvements in recall of the mnemonic without improvements in chemistry content recall suggests that decodability (or the link from the mnemonic to the target information) limits the effectiveness of self-generated mnemonics for complex chemistry content. Self-generated mnemonics do not always contain enough information to recall the chemistry target information. For example, when a learner generates a mnemonic to remember that “ionic bonds involve a transfer of electrons from one atom to another”, one participant generated “The word "ionic" sounds like "Sonic" which is the name of my aunt's dog and Sonic doesn't share, he just TAKES toys from other dogs.”. This is a mnemonic that ties into their personal knowledge and may be easily remembered. However, the
mnemonic does not specify what ionic bonds are taking, so they do not fully connect the query with all of the important target information. Further, some kinds of information may be more conducive to creating effective mnemonics than others. Our materials comprised a variety of different kind of to-be-remembered facts, including some lists (“Electrons fill up orbitals in the sequence of s, p, d, f, g, h, i”) and some definitions (“Valence electrons are in the outermost shell of an atom and bond with other atoms”). Future research can evaluate whether different kinds of stimuli benefit from mnemonic generation equally.

Retrieval practice of the mnemonic improved recall of the mnemonic but did not affect recall of the associated chemistry content. Retrieval practice consistently boosts recall of the recalled content (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), but the impact of retrieval practice on memory for related information is debated (Butler, 2010; McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007; Pan & Rickard, 2017; Rohrer, Taylor, & Sholar, 2010; Tran, Rohrer, & Pashler, 2015). Our data suggest that practice recall of self-generated (or other-generated) mnemonics does not yield mnemonic benefits for the related chemistry content. Retrieval practice of the mnemonic may fail to improve memory for the content because learners struggle to appropriately decode the mnemonics.

Self-generated mnemonics elicited greater predictions of learning than other-generated mnemonics. In Experiments 2 and 3, learners made greater mnemonic predictions when they generated their own mnemonics than when they received a mnemonic generated by someone else. The advantage for self-generated over other-generated mnemonics is somewhat unexpected because generating a mnemonic likely requires more cognitive effort (and more time) than reading a prior participant’s mnemonic, and learners typically view cognitive effort as indicating poor learning (Miele, Finn, & Molden, 2011; but see Peng & Tullis, 2019). However, if learners
struggle to understand a prior participant’s mnemonic, the effort needed to understand a prior participant’s mnemonic (or the failure to understand it) would decrease predictions. Alternatively, learners could value constructing their own mnemonics because they can connect to-be-remembered information with their existing schema. The ability to connect new information with one’s existing schema may drive increased metacognitive predictions (e.g., Koriat, 1997).

In Experiments 4 and 5, learners predicted greater learning for self-generated mnemonics over other-generated mnemonics under retrieval practice but showed little difference between conditions during re-study. Retrieval practice reveals differences in recallability of the mnemonic that restudying cannot, and learners use outcomes of practice retrieval to guide predictions of future performance (e.g. Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; Tullis, Finley, & Benjamin, 2013). Consequently, retrieval practice (in which learners recall many more self-generated mnemonics than other-generated mnemonics) exacerbates differences between conditions. Restudying a mnemonic prevents the learner from trying to retrieve the mnemonic (and retrieval is often a diagnostic cue about future recallability [Koriat, 1997]); thus, restudying may mask the differences between self-generated and other-generated mnemonics (Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992).

We designed five experiments to assess within-participants differences between self- and other-generated conditions in order to increase our power to detect differences. Some research suggests that experimental design impacts the benefits that generation provides. More specifically, between-participants research designs weaken (but do not eliminate) the advantages of generation over reading when compared to within-participants research designs (Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, & McDaniel, 2007). Experimental design impacts the benefits of generation because generation strengthens item processing at the expense of relational (or between-item)
processing (McDaniel & Bugg, 2008). Relational processing guides free recall; consequently, generation across an entire list of items (which impairs relational processing) can impair the free recall of generated items (McDaniel & Bugg, 2008). Relational processing across different chemistry facts is likely not crucial to succeeding on the current task (or on real world tests of chemistry content) because our tests do not rely upon connecting between different chemistry facts. We anticipate that the benefits of self-generated mnemonics would persist in between-participants designs (because relational processing is not vital to success on our test), but future research can specifically test this question.

Extensive practice generating mnemonics or specific guidance about how to generate effective mnemonics could prompt learners to generate mnemonics with improved decodability (and ultimately usefulness). For example, extended practice using the method of loci can improve the method of loci’s efficacy (Baltes & Kliegl, 1992). Similarly, people who compete in memory competitions repeatedly practice using memory cues to succeed at daunting memory challenges (Foer, 2012). Giving more specific instructions to learners about how to generate effective mnemonics should also improve the quality of self-generated cues. Asking learners to generate “focused” cues (i.e., ones that they would likely generate again) prompts them to produce cues that they are more likely to regenerate and yields more effective cues (Mäntylä & Nilsson, 1988). Future research can investigate whether instructing learners to generate cues that connect to the target information (to improve decodability) would improve later recall of complex chemistry information.

Individual differences may also play a role in who benefits from self-generating cues. Our sample comprised largely novice learners, who have been shown to benefit from creating mnemonics for abstract information (McCabe et al., 2013). Additional research suggests that
requiring self-generated memory cues is particularly beneficial for students with learning disabilities (Mastropieri et al., 2000) and for low performing students, who spontaneously generate fewer memory cues than others do (Scruggs, Mastropieri, Jorgensen, & Monson, 1986). However, low performing individuals may struggle to create effective mnemonics for complex information. Understanding the impact of mnemonic generation for a wider variety of learners will be crucial to supporting students in and out of the classroom.

If learners can be prompted to generate effective mnemonic cues, the advantages of self-generated memory cues extend beyond memory tasks. Mnemonics can boost students’ use and comprehension of new vocabulary (McDaniel & Pressley, 1989; Pressley, Levin, & Miller, 1981), help students to integrate information and make inferences (Levin & Levin, 1990), and allow students to solve higher-order thinking problems (Richmond et al., 2011). Students can even use mnemonics to apply and manipulate factual biology and psychology knowledge (Rosenheck, Levin, & Levin, 1989). While our experiments have only tested recall of the target chemistry information, self-generated mnemonics have the potential to benefit application of that knowledge, problem solving, and inferences.

Learning increasingly occurs in contexts where students must self-regulate their study, including out-of-class reading, homework, and distance learning (Bjork, Dunlosky, & Kornell, 2013; Tullis, 2020). Effective learning requires good decisions about how, when, and what to study (Metcalf, 2009). When students make good study decisions, learning is substantially enhanced (Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003; Tullis & Benjamin, 2012). The strategic control that people exercise over their encoding and retrieval processes largely contributes to individual differences in memory capabilities (Benjamin, 2008). Substantial research has examined metacognitive control of what learners study (Kornell & Metcalf, 2006; Tullis &
Benjamin, 2012), *when* they study (Benjamin & Bird, 2006; Toppino, Cohen, Davis, & Moors, 2009), and even which strategies they use to practice information (e.g., self-testing: Karpicke & Roediger, 2008; Tullis, Fiechter, & Benjamin, 2018). But, little metacognitive research has examined how effectively learners use strategies to *encode* new information, which is crucially important for how well they remember that information (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).

Understanding when and how successfully students use encoding strategies – like generating mnemonic cues – may enable us to support students so that their learning is more efficient and effective.
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